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Edward C

on
02/27/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great Government Model 1911. Legal for the CMP Service Matches as is. Good accuracy and reliability right out of the box. 











Ted B

on
01/21/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I’m really enjoying my Colt! May buy another one. And thanks Buds for great service! 











Kenneth A

on
12/16/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I got this gun about 3 months ago and immediately it was my favorite gun to shoot. I've put about 2000 rounds through it and it has preformed flawlesly with the small exception of the slide does't always lock back on one of the magazines when its empty.I will probably get some aftermarket mags for it. As far as Buds guns goes they had the best price I could find by far and it took just over 24 hours from the time I ordered until it was at my FFL dealer. I would recomend both the Colt and Buds Guns. 











Harry R

on
11/10/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Perfect inside and out. Been wanting 1911 for 30 years and only a Colt would do. I put about 100 round trough with no problems. Very nice pistol, worth every cent. Glad I Got a Colt, could not be happier! 











Ivan Tibor M

on
10/23/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a great gun, sold at a very reasonable price. An American classical forged in indestructible stainless steel. Thank You, Bud's. 











Jodi B

on
10/15/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This Colt is my favorite pistol. Groupings in 4 inches. No issues. I'm a 60 year old Grandma, was not sure about handling a 45, it's a sweetheart of a gun, no kick to speak of, LOVE shooting it. Love the stainless, I bought a pewter "Colt" horse grip for it & it looks awesome. 











Cody D

on
09/19/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This handgun looks great and performs even better. Quality piece of machinery. Buds Gun Shop has the best prices and fast shipping. Overall I'm very satisfied with the service and purchase. 











Chase P

on
02/13/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










just received product from buds guns product service has been as always great service beautiful gun shoots fantastic love doing business with these guys plan on doing a lot more 











David D

on
01/17/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The brushed stainless Colt 1991 Govt .45 ACP is a beautiful firearm. No complaints from me. Proud to have it in my collection. 











Jesse H

on
01/16/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My first 1911, and it really is an awesome gun. Received it 2 days ago, got a chance to go out twice and have put 300+ rounds through it already. Not a single issue so far, the gun is very accurate and smooth. The finish on the gun is awesome, the brushed stainless look is very easy on the eyes, but looks a lot more clean than the blued version (which I had the opportunity to check out for a few days). I would definitely recommend this. I paid around $800 after all fees and at that price point you really can't complain about a great gun with an awesome trigger. 











Lynn S

on
01/13/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Picked up my Colt O1091 today and it was in pristine condition.I was very happy with expedited amount of time it took to get here.The odd thing about this is that the gun has a seven round mag capacity and it shipped to me with two 8 round Colt mags.Oh well,no big deal.I'll just load em with seven rounds.Tomorrow I will shoot it.All in all another fine shopping/buying experience with Buds.I will do it again and would recommend them to friends. 











Rigoberto S

on
02/26/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This the first time buying a gun online and did not know if i should. But could not find the gun i wanted local so i ordered it from buds and it was worth the wait. Got inin the time they said it would be here. Gun works awesome well of course its a colt. Right out of the box went through 100 rounds no problems. Hope this the first of many from buds. Thanks again buds. 











Art S

on
12/31/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Always wanted a 1911 since I was little, finally got it. Ordered this gun on a Friday and it arrived the following Monday, super fast shipping and nice pricing. Only 700 rounds through it so far, and the only problems I've been having are failure to feed on the last round with the Colt magazines on a few occasions: the slide locked back and the ammo is just rolling around freely and not seated in the magazine nor chambered for some reason. The problem is gone once I started using CMC magazines. A very balanced handgun. 











Thomas B

on
11/19/2015




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










When Colt's financial situation came to light, I decided I would like to buy three different Colt pistols and make one for use and two to put away after running a mag or two through them. My first one was the Colt Defender .45. Very happy with this gun and decided to make that my working gun. #2 was this Colt O1091. Beautiful gun and fine on mechanical check at pick up with my FFL. Took it home and disassembled for look over and clean, lube, etc. I was shocked to find a lot of severe scratching on the weapon and in places I would not expect, such as two small and severely gouged spots under the slide stop. Slide was scratched on the inside and also the barrel was scratched in odd ways. I have taken the gun to the range and shot through a couple of magazines and the Colt performed very well as far as function and accuracy. I do have to say that I very disappointed in the marks, none of which I was able to see until I disassembled the gun. I do not think I will be buying the third Colt. Too bad, as I really like them. Finally, Bud's service was great and everything proceeded as planned. Next will be a Springfield 1911, maybe the CZ 97B (when they get it again) or a big Brute like the 5-1/2 Ruger .44Mag Redhawk. All beautiful and fun, too. 











Robert S

on
09/02/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fantastic pistol! I would highly recommend to anyone looking for a 1911 with the fit and finish of a Colt. Bud's is far and away my best online firearm purchase to date. Everything went quick and easy at my FFL and they were happy to process another Bud's purchase. The gun arrived in perfect condition and shipping was FAST!! I have 550+ rounds through this pistol in two range trips and accuracy is dead on. Miss feeding happened at 200+ rounds with questionable ammo when the pistol was dirtier than dirty. When using federal, the gun kept going and going with no issues even at 300 rounds. I purchased another 8 magazines because this gun is so fun to shot. Already on to my next purchase from Bud's, I'm so pleased. 











Richard B

on
08/04/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ive had this pistol for about 1 year and have shot around 400 rounds with a couple jams using the cheap stuff. With ammo such as Critical Defense, no misfires. Fit and finish, superb Balance and sights, superb. Accuracy at 25 yards, superb, bragging superb. I know Colt is in bankruptcy, but I wouldn't hesitate to buy another. 











Lee B

on
12/17/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Finally received and couldn't be happier, however buds shipping department is much to be desired. Beautiful gun. 











Tomasso C

on
06/11/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Another fantastic work of art from Colt. 250 rounds of FMJ and totally flawless. 











Mitch Z

on
12/06/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










safe queen,have not shot her....sorry 











Murrell K

on
12/24/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought this pistol a few months ago. The sights were off just a bit. Drifted the rear sight with a brass punch, now almost dead on. Another two taps and I believe it will be perfect. That said it is a fine shooting pistol. Have put several hundred rounds through it. Mixed HJHP and the military style ball ammo. The only problem I have had is with Federal Champion 230 grain ball. Not the gun though, my Sig C3 eats everything but the Fed Champ. also. Nearly every mag both have FTF with it. ALL other types and brands go thru without hesitation. Love this gun, great fee and function. My LEO daughter ran about ten mags thru and now wants it. I would buy it again. I use Frog Lube and it cleans up so easy.Get one, you won't regret it. 











Kevin H

on
12/04/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










When I took my new Colt 1991 (Gov't Model) out of the box for the first time, I have to admit that I wasn't as impressed with the finish as when I've seen some of the higher end Colts in the gun shop. There were some minor scratches on the non-steel parts and some metal shavings curling up from where the sights were installed (I believe all of this was as it came from the factory). I would have appreciated more attention to detail from Colts (even on this entry-level model) for over $900. In terms of parts fit, I don't think most of the gun could be much better (slide has the perfect amount of play, etc). I was also impressed with the stock sights. It seems unlikely that I'll ever need to upgrade them. On the downside, the trigger is pretty sloppy (lots of side-side/up-down play, but I'll shoot it for a while to decide if that's really an issue). Also, the magazines would not feed at all before I cleaned the gun and rubbed some grease on the underside of the magazine release catch. The magazine release seems to be "breaking in" with use, but I was suprised when I couldn't get the magazine inserted out of the box. I finally got this pistol out to the range today. I ran 200 rounds of cheap target ammo through it (until the business end was getting hot and caked in powder), but it continued to feed and fire reliably (and more accurately than I could shoot). Overall, I'm satisfied with the purchase and look forward to dialing it in with this new pistol on the range. 











Dennis H

on
02/27/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










UPDATE: This 1911 is the real deal very pleased with my purchase at budsgunshop.I have fired 50 rounds through this gun with no problems at all. Also it is very accurate for a standard 1911. Thanks, Dennis Hayes 











Matthew M

on
09/30/2008




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Having fired hundreds of pistols over the course of my military and non-military lives, in my opinion there is no finer .45 than a Colt 1911. It has enough stopping power for any job, is one of the last to be made out of METAL (not plastic!), and is the only true 1911. In the field, the only weapon I trust is one that can take the level of abuse that a Colt 1911 can, and still shoot true. For the price, you can't beat the Government model. If you want something a little finer, pick the Gold Cup...I own one of each, and there's no other firearm I depend on more. 











Bill K

on
02/27/2008




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A real masterpeice that re-confirms COLT quality and beauty. Tight, smooth, very accurate right out of the box. This gun needs no enhancements. The finish is superb. The added safety features of the 1991 firing pin block are completely transparent to the shooter, and very welcomed to this battle and time proven workhorse. I'm dumping the Glock, it's not even in the same league. 











James C

on
02/21/2008




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community

Email Us
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